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Abstract. Yamamoto and Noguchi raised the question of whethA- cIIG1 every recursively enumerable 
set can be accepted by a b-tape or off-line l-tape alternating Turing machine (ATM! whose 
(work)tape head makes only a constant num’irer of reversais. In his paper, we answer the open 
question in the negative. We show that (1) constant-reversal l-tape ATMs accept only regular 
languages and (2) there exists a recursive function h(k, r, n) such that for every k-state off-line 
I-tape ATM, &I, running in r reversals, the language accepted by M Is in ,LSSPACE(h(k, r, n)). 
1. Introductio 
The comp;tCty of reversal-bounded d_LblIIIIIIIS Dtnr~z*~Ctic and nondetermirlistic Turing 
machines (TMs) and their restricted versions has been studied extensively in the 
literature (see, eCg., [ 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 143). Recently, the complexity of 
reversal-bounded alternating devices has attrztcd much attention [ lG, 11, 13, 151. 
SO=~ of these works considered alternating devices with only a constant number 
of reversals. liromkovic [ 181 showed that (1) the class of languages accepted by 
alternating multicounter machines running in polynomial time and constant reversals 
is exactly P and (2) every recursively enumerable (r.e.) set can be accepted by an 
alternating kocnter machine In 1 reversal. The second result was improved in [ 131. 
They showrd that everv r-e. set earl he accepted by an alternatjng 2-counter machine 2 
in 1 reversal. Yamamoto and Noguchi [ 15 j sttidi’ ;cd the reversai compiexity of I-tape 
alterna s) and B-tape-l-counter ATMs. (A 1 -t 
1 -tape with a counter. Note that, by 
machine has a sepim.& read-dy ilipui tape whiie a i-tape Th4 or “I-iapti-cljliriler 
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accepted by l-tape ATlGs running in 0( R( n)) reversals and 0( B( n)) leaves is 
NSPACE(B(n)R(n)). It was left as an open question whether every r.e. set can be 
accepted by a I-tape ATM or an off-line l-tape ATM (with a separate 2-way input 
tape) in constant reversals. 
I-Iere, we give a negative answer to this question. For any m, n 2 &let& ( n ) = 2 ,*“I’“, 
g(m, n) =fz( l), where fk is the composition of n J-s. We show that (I) every 
language accepted by a k-state l-tape ATM in r reversals can be accepted by a 
deterministic finite-state machine (DFA) with at most g( k + 2, (r +3)/2) states and 
(2) every language accepted by al 1 k-state off-line l-tape ATM in r reversals is in 
ASPACE(g((R +2)(n -I- 2), (r+ 3)/2)). These results show that the restriction on 
reversals reduces the power of I-tape ATlUs and off-line l-tape ATMs. 
Section 2 of the paper contains the basic concepts and definitions concerning an 
alternating computation. We assume that the reader is famiiiar with Turing machines 
and off-line Turing machines. For the formal definitions of these models, we refer 
to [9]. In Section 3, we investigate the power of l-tape ATMs and off-line l-tape 
ATMs running in constant reversals. 
An ATM [3] is a generalization of a nondetcrministic TM (NTM) whose state 
set is partitioned into “universal” and “existential” states. As with an NTM, we 
can view the computation of an ATM as a tree of instantaneous descriptions (IDS). 
An ID consists of the state of the finite-control, nonblank contents of tapes, and 
tape head positions. An ID is called universal (existential) if the state associated 
w-ith it is universal (existential). A computation tree of an ATM, _M, is a tree whose 
nodes are labeied by IDS of M sue h that the children of any internal node labeied 
by a universal (existential) ID included all (one) of immediate successors of that 
ID. A computation tree is accepting if it is finite and all the leaves are labeled by 
accepting IDS. A computation tree of M is t reversal-bounded (space-bounded) if 
on each path from the root of a leaf, the number of times a head changes its direction 
of movement is at most t (each node is labeled by an ID using at most t space, 
respectively). An accepting computation tree of iU whose root is labeled by the 
initial ID of hg on input x is called an accepting computation tree of M on x. M 
rlrrrramic -17 ;r-*rrf Y ;c t ut+bbp~ UIB 18npk4t A IP CI Bob. 4~f3t.S 252 aCCepii3g COiE~*lit~tiOri 4,_, rr.r*r, . . tree of M on x. For a 
function T( n ), an ATIvI is T(n) Tearersal-bwnded (space-bounded 1 if for every 
accepted input of length ti, there is a T(n) reversal-bounded (space-bounded) 
ing computation tree of on x. The lan,uage ac-a- brrted by M is denoted by 
In thrs paper, we are only inkrested in I_-tape .ATMc 2nd nff-linp l-~QW ATJ\/B _I...” 9...- %e L 1.1.” .m ‘“)y  . \ m a.13. 
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machine. In all of our results concerning off-line AT s, the input head is assumed 
to make arbitrary number of reversals. 
For convenience, we will also refer to the tape of a l-tape ATM as the worktape 
ohhe machine. The cells of a worktape are numbered i, 2, . . . ,00 and the boundaries 
between the cells are numbered 0, 1,2,. . . , 00, from left to right. For any OS i ~j, 
let a( i, j) denote the segment of the worktape bounded by boundaries i a 
for <any integer i 2 0, G (0, i) is the segment consistinS of all the cells to the left of 
boundary i and QI ( i, a~) is the rest of the worktape. When the worktape head crosses 
a boundary i from right to left (from left to right), we say it righr-crusse$ (kJ?-crosses, 
respectively) boundary i. 
A (off-line) l-tape ATM, M, is called normal if it works in the following special 
way. Given any input, M first attaches a marker 4 (called the left endmarker) to 
the symbol contained i- II cell I of its worktape. IM then nondeterministically shifts 
the worktape head to some cell i containing a blank worktape symbol, attaches a 
marker $ (called the right endmarker) to the blank worktape symbol, and shifts the 
w;rktape head back to cell I. In the subsequent steps, the worktape head never 
moves to the left of cell 1 or the right of cell i. 1M rejects by looping and accepts 
by shifting its worktape head to cell i and entering an accepting state. Clearly, if 
M a normal I-tape ATM and T is an accepting computation tree of M using T 
space, then all leaves of r are labeled by IDS whose worktape head positions are 
T. It is easy to see that a t reversal-bounded k-state (off-line) l-tape ATM can be 
simulated by a normal (k-i-2)-state (off-line) l-tape ATM ruiining :n at most f+2 
reversals. 
Throughout the paper, E denotes the input alph,cbet, A denotes the worktape 
alphabet of an ATM: h denotes the blank worktape symbol, and E denotes the null 
string. For any integer m, m/2 means [S/Z]. The size of a set S is denoted by ISI. 
The set ot eqiivaience classes defined by an equivalence relation R (on some set) 
is denoted by (R). The cardinality of an equivalence relation R is the size of (R). 
For any (comlxttation) tree 7 and u a node 3 of r, by the subtree of T rooted at v we 
mean the subtree of 7 consisting of v and all its descendents. From now on, we 
will simply call a computation tree whose root is labeled by IQ p a computation 
tree with rooi /3. 
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Let C/T&, x, y) be dlefined the same as rrr(q., x, y) except that now the starting ID of 
A4 is ( q9 xy, 1) instead of (q, xy, 1x1). For each i- in ni( q, x, y), 1 s i s 2, Bet P(T) = 
UP, Z)lPE Q, ZE Q^$ , lzl= 1x1, and some leaf of T is labeled by (p, zy, IxI+ I)}, i.e., 
p,(7) is the set of combinations of state and LY(O, 1x1) ‘s contents associated with the 
leaves of T. Finally, let ~(rri(q,~,y))=(1U(7)l~E~i(q,~,y)}, i=!,Z. I is easy to . 
seethat E.l(~i(q,x,y*))=~(rri(q,~,y2)) foranyy,,y2EA*, i=l,2.Thur, let pi(q,x) 
stand for p(ni(q,x,E)), i=l,2. Clearly, yi(q,~)C2’“~*, i-1,2. 
For any set S, let Q(S) denote the class of equivalence relations on S. Define five 
mappings Dnf : @(A*) -+ @(Q x A*), EM : @(Q x A*) + @(2QxA*), FM : @(20x3*) + 
@(2’QxJ* ), and GM, HM : @(A*)+ @(A*) as follows: 
E&f(Rj = {(u, vj 1 u, v E 2-*, for each s E u there is a t E c such that 
(s, t) E R and vice -zzz), for any ~‘;t E @(Q x A*); 
F,,,,(R)={(u, v)lu, VEX-*, for each s E u there is a t E v such that 
(s, t) E R and vice versa}, for any R E @(2QxJ*); 
for aill q E Q), for any R E @(A”); 
KdW=Ux,y)lx,~~A* and (tLz(q, 4, p2(q, Y)k 6Law~~I6R)~) 
for all q E Q}, for any R E @(A*). 
Let Rh=O’jl,= A*.xA* and, for each ial, let RiM = G,,,,(R’GI) and OiM = 
HM( RL’). Let k = 1~1 and functions & and g be as defined in Section 1. We need 
the following lemrilas. 
a 3.1. Let x and y be two strings in A* such that (x, y) E R’G’ for some i ~0. 
et q be any state in Q and z be any string in A*. Suppose that there is an accepting 
computation tree T of M with root (q, xz, 1x1) such l?ZLEi in iree s, the worklupe heuu’ 
* ht-crosses the boundary 1x1 at most i times and is always in segment c&J, 00) when 
accepts. Then there exists an accepting computation tree gJf A4 with root (q, yz, (yl). 
roof. We prove the lemma by induction on i. Suppose i = 0, i.e., in tree T, the 
worktape head does not return to segment cy (0,1x1) once it leaves the segment. Let 
TV be a subtree oi 7 such that the root of ~~ cs the root of 7 and TV i3 a member of 
~Aq,x,z). Let QI=i~i~~,~I~q.d~l)L i.e., Ae set of states associated with t 
eaves of q a For each p in Q, 5 choose a leaf vP of TV such that the state associate 
-with u,, is y. Let ak, be the subtress of T routed at u,,, for each p E Q, . Clearly, in 
is always greater than 1x1. 
Vq 45 -1 sue 
tii?g tree of M 
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with root (s, ya jyl j as foiiows. Let l,r be a iead of T- Silnnncc? that (hi, ~;_7, iyi + 1) L’ --l-l---- --- 
is the ID associated wit v and ly*l= Iyi. ake a copy of subtree cP and modify 
the llDs associated with its nodes as follows: if a nodp is labeled by (p,, x,z,, t), 
lxll = 1x1, change it to ( pl, ylzl, t + Iyl - 1x1). Id er;:i~~ ihe ~~~~ sf ;hz QIt;t: J-~S1 obtairned 
with the leaf v of r2. Execute the above “modify-and-merge” process for each Leaf 
of r2. It is easy to see that the resulting tree is an accepting tree of with root 
ppose that the lemma olds for all i < j. We prove that it also ho 
Let 71 be a subtree as defined above. For each u = ( ps x1) in p ( rl), choose a leaf v, 
of TV such ihat the li associated *with c, is ( pt x1 z, IA! I ‘-‘q. Let 0; be the subtree of 
T rooted at v, and ‘yU be a subtree of (T, rooted at v, corresponding to the following 
computation: M yfarts with its ID being u and stops when either (1) it accepts or 
(2) the worktape head right-crosses the boundary 1x1 for the first time. Let VU be 
the set of leaves of ‘yU corresponding to the second type of termination of M. Clearly, 
each w in V*, is Labeled by ( qw, x,z,, 1x1) for some q,+, E Q and z, E A*. For each w 
;E. VU, kr $1 Cknsk tfie SiibiiE Cif cu -e-w. Lrr itided Zi ii;. lt iS ca3y LU 52e ihZi ifi ea& $1, 
the worktape head right-crosses the boundary 1x1 at most j - 1 times. 
Since (x, y) E R jG1, there must be a tree 72 in 7rTTI (q, yz, Iy 1) such that for each 
u=(p,y*) in (TV), there is some (p, x,) (denote it by u’) in ~(7,) satisfying 
(x1 9 Yl) E evlb y the induction lrypothesis, for e;a& u = ( p, Yl) in P(T2) and w iii 
Vur, we can construct an accepting computation tree q ,“’ of M with root (q,$,, y, z,, ly 1) 
from the tree (I:.. Let Z_‘~‘~*BF ..I, 1 .x-A -A*CI- If 10-4 r+&q+-l)). It, is 1 ,,u 1” L f&\‘Z/ f.aLLu# I* L ‘u j *ii-u 
easy to see tnat, by using the “modify-and-merge” technique described above, we 
can construct an accepting computation tree of with root (q? yz, Iyl) from the 
trees in (~~1 u r u 2. Only the trees in r need to be modified as follows: a label 
(p, x,zl, t) is replaced by some (p, ylzl, t+ lyi -1x1), where lxll= Ixi and Ivll= ]_Yi- 
Note that, Z could be empty. $f Z is empty, then a!! the irees 42 1‘ are acce@ir.g, 
i.e., the worktape iread of M does not right-cross boundary ix! in tree 7. Thus, the 
desired tree can be constructed from the trees in (TV} u r as in the case i = 0. Cl 
Lemma 1.2 is analogous to Lemma 3.1 and can be proven by using Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let x and y be IWO strings in A* such that (x, y) E 0%’ for some i 2 0. 
Let q be any state iti Q and z any string in A*. Suppose that there is an accepting 
c~fi-iyuinlioti rree 7 n,i’ M ;s,.!n’h rcoi+ (;rj x2, 1) sm% r&a: in :rqg T$ Fh@ :-:YXkiap2 km=’ 
right-crosses the boundary ix1 at most i times and is aEways in segment a(ixI, a) when 
M accep!s. ?%en there exists an mcegltirrg co.mputa.tio.n tree C$ ““’ rnnd ( 45 !‘“i ’ ? * 
The proof for the case i = 
that we now cho 
For i > 0, the proof u 
to the inductive 
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roof. We prove I(&)( < g(k, i) and I(O’,,l s g( k, i + I), for all i b 0. The proof is 
done by induction on i. 
Clearly, I( = l(i)$,}i = i = g(k, 0). Suppose i(R~)] s g(k, i) and !(Oh)! 6 
g( k, i), for all i <j. We prove I(R sg(k, j) and I(&)l~g(k, j), From the 
detinitions of DFVi, Eitl, &, GM, and M, we have: 
pkf(~~‘))l= k,( 1 R-&‘)lskg(k, j-l), 
i(EM(DM(R.Lj)))/ = 2it&(RI,‘))I G 2Mb--l), 
I(F,(E,( D~(@$))))( = $(&(&(R~‘)))Is 221R’k*‘-” 9 
/w-h)! = !K%,Wii’)>! s I(~~(~~(DF:(RJn;l)))jjk 
d 2~2AK’~.‘-l~ =_MgUO-W=gWA 
!(Gk)i A i(EM(gjL’))! < !(FM(EM(DM(*&‘))))jk 5 g(&v, j), 0 
Now we are ready to prove that every language accepted by a l-tape ATM in 
constant reversals is regular. 
roof. It suf5ces to show that every language accepted by a normal k-state l-tape 
ATM running in r reversals can be accepted by a DFA with at most g( k, (r+ 1)/2) 
ctatpc 1 et V h L ___Y. _“. 1 1 ,e a normal k-state l-tape ATM running in r reversals and C be the 
input alphabet of 1M. Let E be the restriction of 0(h+“‘2 to Z*, i.e., (x, y) E E iff 
(x, y) E O’&+‘)“, x, y E X*. Since !U is normal, on any input x, the worktape head 
must be in segment (Y(IxI,oo) when M accepts. It is easy to see that in any accepting 
computation tree of M, the worktapt fxad right-crosses each boundary at most 
(r - 1)/2 times. By Lemma 3.2, for any two strings x, y in Z*, if (x, y) E E then 
XZEL(M) iff ~zEL(M) for all z&Y*. From the discussion in Section 3.4 of [9], 
L(M) is accepted by a DFA. with at most 1 E 1 s I(O’~+“l’>/ =g( k,( y f 1)/2) states. Zl 
Next we consider off-line l-tape AT s. Let N be an off-line f-tape ATM with 
state set Q, input alphabet 2, and wdiktape alphabet A. An ID of _N is a S-tuple 
(q, w, i, x, j), where q E Q indicates the state, w E C* is the input, i indicates the 
current input head position, x E d’ is the currer _ worktape nopblank contents, and 
e indicates the current w head position. Assume that inputs are surrounded 
y endmarkers $ and $. 
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N if we rep:ace the word “state” by “superstate”. For any input string w, let 
equivalence relation O’,,.. be defined as !3ii for a l-tape ATM, M, but with the 
state of being replaced by the superstate of N on w, j a Q. The next two lemmas 
are analogs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
mma 3.5. Let w be an input and x, y be two strings in A* such that (x, y) E C$$ 
Let (q, w, i) be any superstate of IV on w, and z any string in A*. 
zepting computation tree 7 of N with root (q9 w9 i, x2, 1 j 
such that in tree r, the wor?<tape head right-crosses the boundary 1x1 at most j times 
and is always in segment o(Iw(, 00) when N accepts. Then there exists an accepting 
computation tree of N with root (q, W, i, yz, 1). 
emma 3.6. Let w be an input. Then I( O&Jl< g( lQl(l wI + 2), i), i 2 O. 
We prove that off-line l-tape ATM running in constant reversals cannot accept 
all r.e. sets, 
Theorem 3.7. Every iunguugr riCCt?jii&l6~ ti AI-SicXic? off-iine i -rape ATT!& in r reversals 
is in ASPACE(g( (k + 2)( 15 += 2 j, (r + 3)/2)). 
Proof’. We oniy need to prove that every language accepted by a normal k-state 
off-line l-tape ATM in r reversals is in ASPACE(g(k( n +2), (r+ 1)/2)). 
Let iv’ be a normai k-state off-iine i-tape ATM running in r reversais. Let w be 
a string in L(Nj and n =iwi. We shsw that there exists 9 g(k(r1+2), (r-k 1)/2))+2 
space-boulzZt:l accepting computation tree of M on w. 
Suppose that thih is not true, Let r be an accepting computation tree of N on w 
using the least space [among all accepting trees of N on w) and T be the space 
used in T. Clearly, T > g( k( n + 2), (r + 1)/2) + 2. Since N is normal, there must be 
an accepting subtree 7l of 7 with root (q, w, 1, [g, h]h T-2[A, $],I) for some state q, 
where 14, h ] ;Ind [A, $1 are composite symbols. Moreover, the worktape head position 
is equal to T at all leaves of T!. Consider all strings [$, A ]h’, 0~ is T - 2. Since 
the cardinality of tire equia4en.e relation S$~,?/’ is at most g( k( n -I 2), (r-i P )/Ii!)) 
and T-2>g(k(n+2), (6 ;, ‘:,,? kere must be i and j, such that 0 s i <j 6 T - 2 
and ([$, ri]h ‘9 [&, A]A’ E O’,&? . 2;y i emma 3.5, there exists an accepting computa- 
tion tree 7’ of N with root (q, w, I, I$, h jA i+‘T-~‘-‘r [i\, $1, I). It can be seen from the 
construction in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that the tree 7’ is T + i -j spdce-bounded. 
ere exists an accepting computation tree of -I-i-j< T 
space-bounded. Thr, ‘c contradicts with the nccllpntinn t,hzt_, anmno 31.1 arc~pti~~g --WY- --rw---- --*----a 
putation trees of RI on ~7, 7 uses the 
ence, there exists a g(k(ua -I- 2 j, (Y 
tree 8 
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